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About This Game

Gone In November is a video game which deals with the theme of depression.
Go through the mind and thoughts of a patient who was diagnosed with a deadly disease during his last days of living. A short

experience where your choices and your actions don't matter. Texting messages to a social network account that has been
inactive for 121 days, have the habit of watering the cacti without any clear reason, fencing your apartment to isolate yourself

from the outside world - what else someone can possibly do when they are at their bottom?

"Aren't we all puppets and the modern world is what pulling the strings?
It is tearing us apart.

The closer we are to each other, the more lonely we feel."
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Mad Dagger - cool platform game about a crazy man with a katana who has to destroy enemies and pick fruit.Good
graphics,cool sounds.Interesting gameplay.Recommend. Cool game i like it.
It is a mixture of pacman and snake with some features.
For the price in sale (0,49\u20ac) i would buy it again.. Has potential, but seem to have an issue with the hands, they are at a 90
degree angle to the controllers and left\/right is mixed up, swapping controllers over doesnt help because then the gloves are
completely wrong and it breaks any immersion you had. Some options would help.. When I first played Just Cause 2, I
remember thinking "This is pretty cool, but I wish they added a way to travel faster." Fast forward 3 years: They did it. They
added wingsuits. We're done here. This game has peaked. They literally cannot make it better in any way. I mean sure, I guess
they could improve driving controls, but like seriously. When was the last time you drove a car in this game? What is this, GTA
V? No. It's Just Cause. Do yourself a favor and bind your enter vehicle key to throw grenade. The explosions alone in this game
make up for the plot. (Or lack thereof) I honestly cannot imagine what Just Cause 4 could ever do to top this. Sure it has
weather and environments, but c'mon, you didn't buy this game to admire the scenery. You came here to blow
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up. And you came to the right place. This game goes on such a discount sometimes that it would be
a crime to not buy the DLCs too. And speaking of DLCs, eat that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up. The rocket
propelled wingsuit alone make the air DLC worth buying. Unless you literally cannot run this game, there is no reason to not
pick this game up on sale for like under 5 bucks. 10\/10
. As most others have pointed out, this game is not very long. While it falls short on length, it makes up for that in solid content.
The graphic style fits very well with the sounds to create a heavy\/campy atmosphere. It reminds me of the movie "Alien". The
platform mechanics are tight. It allows for you to use the environment around you to get the job done instead of having to rely
on a weapon. Most of the time I found myself choosing not to use my gun at all. Notice that I said CHOOSE, if greasing aliens
is your thing then by the gods let that laser gun rip. Overall this is a very fun game and well worth the price of 7 dollars.. Its like
SpeedBall with robots at a rave, But British so everyone waits their turn.. The lack of checkpoints is absurd. I enjoy hard games,
and playing a hard game can mean tolerating some annoying controls and poor implementation of certain concepts, but this
game takes the cake for that. Levels last far too long without a single checkpoint, and if you die once, that's it-- redo the level.
That would be fine if it weren't for the extremely slow pacing, poor level design, and general mediocre way the game is set up.
All in all, the game is what it says it is-- just another shooter with electronic music. At least it has honest advertising.. A good
game, I liked the physics and non-standard levels, especially the last ones, I would also like to note, though simple, but pleasant
and minimalistic graphics.. Love this game. Definitely not the most polished vr game but damn is it fun and challenging.
The game is very similar to bullet sorrow but more much more fast pased.
I would definitely recommend if youre looking for a fun arcade shooter, I just hope
the developer is planning on adding more singleplayer levels.

Pros:
+ Decent graphics
+ Good gunplay
+ Challenging
+ Very cool art style
+ Good weapon variety

Cons:
- Laughable voice acting
- Barebones menu
- Only 3 levels
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The concept is really interesting: you can communicate with robots by voice or by text. Each robots have their own memories
and experiences. This particularity give you multiples way to finish a “mission” and helps to increase the length of the game :)

Sadly the server used by the game will soon be shut down because they didn’t sell enough copy, hopefully they will find a
solution.

If you manage to grab a copy play it and spread the words this will help North Side and show to others studio that games like
this one have a potential.

To conclude, the game is fun to play and it's really rewarding when the robots understand you :D. Game freaking sucks thank
god i did not buy it only wasted 450 points off Tremmorgames.com. you can download this for free on the dev's site. I wasted a
whole dollar! it'd be worth it for a global leaderboard, but this game really is pretty minimal, and not in a good way.. This is a
truly awesome trip in a timemachine back to the flipping 80s - players are instantly transported inside a Terrence Hill and Bud
Spencer movie. This little gem is like the old timey classic coin-up fighting games went and had a lovechild with a Terence Hill
and Bud Spencer movie. It's been over an hour since i did my first game session and I still have a big smile plastered all over my
face. The absolutely only thing i can say is a con here is the lack of volume controls but thats easily fixed using windows
soundmixer. Everything else has been just a joy - its all in there and all true to the subject matter - from the coin-up style help
pop ups, the 80s music from the movies, the dialogue, humor, funny sound effects and the humor of their movies. This is
already an easy 9/10 for me add some sound controls and its a perfect 10. The music in this game is absolutely gorgeous and I
wanted to support the devs cause I love the game so I had no problem buying this. 10\/10 would buy again.. OK game, not really
my cup of tea. Arcade shooter three levels with boss fights at the end. I personally hate games that force you to replay the entire
level when you die at the boss battle, and that is exactly this game. It gets repetitive and tiresome. There are better games out
there to play. Thomson Interactive have done it again!

Another absolute barn storming add-on. I had no hesitation in spending the \u00a324.99 asking price after how good the Albula
line add-on was. I was not dissapointed!

If you buy this you also have the added benefit of additional rolling stock for the Albula Line!. We have all been there; you see a
good space sci-fi, or played halo, and now you got the itch to go out there and conquer the stars yourself. Well this game will
defiantly not disappoint you there, star rulers is a massive space empire building civic builder. Be WARRNED this is an indie
game and as such is not as refined as other titles, but the game is fairly cheap and it is just very satisfying about blowing up a
star to kill your enemies.
. I thought it was another game but it wasn't and it was horrible
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